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ON HOMEOMORPHISMS OF INFINITE DIMENSIONAL BUNDLES. Ill
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ABSTRACT.   In this paper we continue the study of homeomorphisms and

prove an analogue of the homeomorphism extension theorem for bundles modeled

on Hilbert cube manifolds; thus we generalize previous results for Ç-manifolds

(Anderson-Chapman).   This analogy, as in the case of manifolds, requires a

consideration of proper maps and proper homotopies. The approach to the pre-

sent problem is similar to that considered in our previous papers.   Bear in mind

several distinct difficulties occur in our setting.

1. The purpose of this paper is to continue the study of homeomorphisms in

the setting of bundles modeled on Hilbert cube manifolds (that is, a connected

separable metric space having an open cover by sets homeomorphic to open sub-

sets of the Hilbert cube Q = [- 1, l]°°).   Similar theorems are obtained under the

following headings: characterization, separation of sets, mapping replacements

and extending homeomorphisms.   In the present setting we consider proper maps

and proper homotopies.   A map /: X —» Y is proper provided the inverse images

of compact sets in Y are compact sets in X.   A homotopy F = j/ |: X x / —» Y

is a proper homotopy provided the map F is proper.

Hypothesis.   Throughout the following let M denote a connected Q-manifold

and, for matter of convenience, assume that all spaces considered are metrizable.

Our notation and definitions follow that of [7] and [8].

2. Separation of sets.   We recall that for a bundle  E = (E, p, B) and for a

pair (F, U) denoting an open set of E and an open cover of   F, a (F, ll)-z'soropy

ifil on E is a map p = {¡lA: E x I —* E such that pQ - id, each pt is an isomor-

phism with support in F, and i^.lyl is limited by ll.   A closed set K in the

product space X x Y is an X-projective Z-set provided the projection of K into

X is contained in a closed Z-set of X.   A closed subset K of E is a fibre Z-

set provided K O p~lib) is a Z-set in p~lib) for each b e B.   The purpose of

this section is to prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 2.1.   Let E = (E, p, B) be given over a polyhedron B with fibre M.

Suppose K, L., L7, • • », are closed fibre Z-sets of E; then there is an isotopy

{g\ of E such that gQ = id and g]ÍK) O í\Ji¿1 L .) = 0.

Moreover, if ll is any open cover of K, we may choose {g \ to be limited

by M

To give a proof we need the following lemmas.

Lemma 2.2.   Lei E = (B x M, p, B) be given over any space B and let K, L

be closed M-projective Z-sets of  E = B x M.   Suppose K\l40; then for any

open cover ll of K, there is a fibre homotopy G = ig i: K —» E limited by il such

that (1) gt\KnL = id for all t, (2) GÍK x I) is an M-projective Z-set, and (3) g

is a closed imbedding such that gAK\L) PI ÍK U L) = 0.

Moreover, if M = Q and K C B x s, we may choose G so that GÍK x I) CBxs.

Proof.   This follows from the Anderson-McCharen technique [5, §2] with

minor modification.

Lemma 2.3.   Let E = (B x Q, p, B) be given over compact polyhedron B and

let K., Kj  be closed fibre Z-sets in E.   Then there is an isotopy {h ! ot» E such

that hQ = id, h(\K   = id for all t and hA.K^Kj O ÍKQ U Kj) =0.   Moreover,

if ll is any open cover of Ky we may choose {h \ so that {h \K  \ is limited

by M l

Proof.   The proof follows more or less the same pattern as Lemma 3.9 of [7].

We outline as follows.   We say D is a standard ¿-cell in s C Q if D can be

written in the form D = Il*=j[fl¿, 7>¿] x (O, 0, • • •) where - 1 < a. < b{ < 1 and

[a., b.] is contained in the z'th-coordinate /. of s.   It follows from Lemma 3.8 of

[7] that, for any open set U of E containing B x D and for any e > 0, there is an

isomorphism / of E supported in U such that fÍB x s) = B x s, dif, id) <f and

fiK) niBxD) = 0, where K= KQu Ky

By an analogue of a procedure used in Lemma 7.1 of [2], the above statement

implies that there is an isomorphism g of E such that g(7v) is a Q-projective

Z-set.   Let U  be an open cover of gÍK j) such that St' '(0) refines g(Il) (the

open cover induced by g and  ll).   With respect to the map g\¡,: K —► E and to

the open cover U of g(7< j), by Lemma 2.2 there is a homotopy G = Ig I of TCjXf

into E such that gj(Kj\K0) n gÍK) = 0.   Using other properties of G provided

by Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 3.7 of [7], there is a (77, St(  '(0))-isotopy j/x i on E

such that Pjg0 = g j, where t/=UíVeü|. {h  = g~ xp\ is a desired isotopy.

Proof of Theorem 2.1.   First suppose that E is trivial and B compact.   Let
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us illustrate a procedure that will separate  K from Lj.   Let \h\ be a sequence

of imbeddings of Q into M such that the union U^j 6¿(o\w) is an open cover

of M, where W = ¡(x.) e Q: Xj = 11.   We may assume that the sequence ÍF¿ =

A.(0\W)| is ordered as in [4, Theorem 2].   Applying Lemma 2.3 there is a B-pre-

serving isotopy igjj! of B xhxiQ) such that gj0 = id, gj,lßXj,j(u/) = id for all /,

gjj(Xn(B x Fj))o (Lj n(Bx Fj)) =0   and ig1¿! is limited by llj, where llj

is an open cover of K such that St'Cllj) refines 11.  Since ßj x hx(W) is the

boundary of B x 11 j, we may assume that igj,! is an isotopy of B x M which is

the identity outside of B x F,.   Applying the same procedure there is an isotopy

tg2i! of B x M such that g20 = id, g2t is the identity outside of B x F2 for all

t, g21(gn(X) niBx U2)) n(Lj 0(ßx F2)) =0   and lg2il is limited by U2,

where ll, is an open cover of K such that St3(ll2) refines llj.   Continuing this

process we take the isotopy igj,! followed by ig2/i» and then followed by ig^.i,

etc.  We then arrive with a limit isotopy \g(\ limited by 11 such that gj(X) n Lj

= 0.   The same idea also enables us to obtain an isotopy for the theorem.

A proof of the general case may be carried out in exactly the same manner as

the last part of the proof in [8, Theorem l],

3. Characterization.   Using results of the last section we are able to charac-

terize all fibre Z-sets in bundles (B x M, p, B).   A proof may be given using

Theorem 2.1 of this paper and Lemma 3.4 of [7] and will be the same as Theorem

1.1 of [71.

Theorem 3.1.   Let E = ÍB x M, p, B) be a bundle over a polyhedron B and

let K C E be closed.   The following are equivalent statements:

(A) K is a fibre Z-set;

(B) X n p'Kb)  is Q-deficient in each p~Kb);

(C) there is an isomorphism qi of B x M such that <£(X)  is an M-projective

Z-set; and

(D) there is a B-preserving homeomorphism of B x M onto B x M x Q which

carries K into B x M x !u!.

Proof.   The same as Theorem 1.1 of [7] (see also the remark above).

4. Mapping replacement.

Theorem 4.1.   Let A  be a locally compact separable metric space and let

X C A be closed.   Suppose f: A —» E is a proper map into bundle E - (E, p, B)

over a polyhedron B with fibre M such that f\x: X —» E is a closed imbedding

onto a fibre Z-set.   Then for any open cover ll of fiA)  there is a proper imbedding

g: A —» F, ll-c/ose ro /, such that g\x = f\x,  pgix) = pfix) for all x and giA)  is

a fibre Z-set.
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A proof may be given using the following lemma.

Lemma 4.2.   Let X, Y be locally compact spaces and let j: X —* Y be a

proper map.   Then fix)  is closed.   Furthermore, there exists an open cover ll  of

Y such that if a map g: X—> Y is U-c7ose to f, g is also proper.

Proof.   Elementary.

Proof of Theorem 4.1.   In [8, Theorem 4] we prove a similar mapping replace-

ment theorem in the setting of s-manifold bundles.   The procedure of such a proof,

together with Lemma 4.2, may be used here to provide a closed imbedding g tot

the theorem.   In the following we outline the argument.

Let ¡V.1 be a locally finite open cover of B such that p    (cl(V(.))  is trivial

for all z.   Without loss of generality we assume that each cl(V.) is itself a poly-

hedron.   Choose a locally finite cover iA^I of A so that each Ak is a compact

set contained in some member of i/~ p~ ÍV)\.   Using Lemma 4.2, Theorem 3.1

and the compactness of A j we may prove a similar lemma as Lemma 2 of [8] so

that there is a proper map /j: A —» E satisfying f A.x) = fix) fot x £ X,  pfix) =

p/j(x) for all x eA, /jJxuA,  's a closed imbedding whose image is a fibre Z-set

of E and fl is llj-close to /, where lij is an open cover of E such that St (lij)

refines il.  By the same manner we may construct proper mappings /,, {,,'•'   of

A into E inductively so that, for each n, fnix) = / _ A.x) fot x £ X U A l U ••• U

^77-1' f IxuAiu    UA    *s a closed imbedding whose image is a fibre Z-set of E,

pf   = pf and /   is' unclose to /n_p where ll    is an open cover such that St3(ll )

refines ll  _j.   By virtue of the local finiteness of lA^I and Lemma 4.2, the con-

struction of the mapping g for the theorem clearly follows.

5. Extending homeomorphisms.   Our main result is

Theorem 5.1.   Let E = (E, p, B)  be given over a polyhedron B with fibre M.

Suppose /= ¡/ ! is a proper homotopy of a locally compact separable metric space

A  into E such that f0, /j are imbeddings of A onto closed fibre Z-sets in E and

pfi{a\ x I) = Ipozwil for all a £ A.   Then there is an isotopy {g \ on E such that

g„ = id and g1/0 = /1.

Moreover, if E is trivial, then for any open neighborhood U of fíA x 7) and

any open cover ll of U by which f is limited, we may choose {g\ to be a

ÍU, St"(11))-isotopy.

Corollary 5.2.   Suppose Ky K2 are closed fibre Z-sets in A   x M of bundle

(An x M, p, Aß) over an n-simplex An and suppose there is a proper homotopy

f= {f\ of Kj  into An x M such that pfi{x\ x 7) = {point] for all x £ Ky fQ = id,

f(ix) = x for all t £l, x £ TCj n p~ KBdAn)   and /j  is a homeomorphism of K.
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onto X2.   Then there is an isotopy \gA on B x M such that gQ = id,

Szlp-l(BdA„) = id f°ral1 * and Si\Kl = fl-

To give a proof of the theorem we first establish several special cases

designated below as lemmas.

Lemma 5.3.   Let A, B be closed Q-projective Z-sets of B x Q and suppose

h: A —► B is a B-preserving homeomorphism.   Then h can be extended to a

homeomorphism H of B x Q.

Proof.   This follows from the Klee-Anderson techniques while we observe

that the requirement for F to be B-preserving may be trivially achieved.

Lemma 5.4.   Let A, B be metric spaces and let (B x Q, p, B)  be a bundle

over B.   Suppose that (1) /: A x / —» B x Q is a closed imbedding such that

pf(\a\ x Í) = [point] for all a e A and f(A x /)  is a Q-projective Z-set; (2) BQ  is

a closed set in B; (3) ll is a neighborhood of f(A x Í); and (4) <f>x, <p~: B —»

[0, l] are maps satisfying ^>j|s   = 4>2\Bn-   For i = 1 or 2, let

C. = U f/(M x [M^/(a, 0), 1]): a e A\

and let /: Cj —» C2 be the homeomorphism such that f"   If takes each \a\ x

[/4<pjp/(a, 0), l]  linearly onto \a\ x \}A4>2pfia, 0), l].   Then there is an isotopy

ig,I of B x Q such that gQ = id, gj  extends I and for all t, gt(x) = x for any

x e(B0xQ)u ((Bxß)\F).

Proof.   Clearly there is a canonical B-preserving homeomorphism hQ between

f(A x /) and /(A x l0|) x [l/3, 2/3] in (B x Q) x [O, l] taking each fi\a\ x l\ onto

l/(a, 0)| x [1/3, 2/3].   By Lemma 5.3 we may extend hQ to a B-preserving homeo-

morphism h of B x Q onto Bx Qx I.  Now by employing a technique similar to

Lemma 4.7 of [5] we can obtain an isotopy \gA on the bundle iBxQx I, p, B)

which uses motions only in the /-direction so that the isotopy ig = h~ g'M ful-

fills all the requirements of the lemma.

We now assert a stronger version of Lemma 5.4.

Lemma 5.5.   Suppose in Lemma 5.4 we assume that A  is separable and

locally compact.   Then Lemma 5.4 holds when "Q" is replaced by Q-manifold
"M".

Let a e A he any point. Since pfi\a\ x /) = ¡point!, fi\a\ x i) is contained

in the ö-manifold Ma = p~ Kpfi\a\ x /)). By Lemma 4.1 of [3] there is an imbed-

ding ha: Q —♦ Ma such that haiQ\K) is an open set in Ma containing fi\a\ xl),

where X= l(x.) eQ; Xj = l!.
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Since /: A x / —» B x M is an imbedding, using the above remark and the fact

A is a -compact, it is an elementary exercise to show that there are open covers

{U\ of A and ÍV¿ x ¿¿(qXk)! of /(A x 1), where each V{ is open in B, such that

ficliU) x 7) C V. x hi.Q\K) C U tot all i and the collection {Vi x ¿/qXk)! is

star-finite.

Let /': V. -»73 be the inclusion map.  Denote ; x hr. V¿ x Q —, B x M by 77;.

We may assume the collection {Hi.Vi x ÍQ\k))\ has been ordered as in Theorem

2 of Anderson-Henderson-West [4]*  Choose a closed cover {A\ of A  so that each

AtCUP
Let Aj: A —» [0, l] be a map satisfying Aj(a) =1 for a £ Aj and XAa) = 0

for a 4 U y   Let

Z>, = Uí/(¡fl!x[^<PjP/(fl, 0), l]):aeA¡

and

El = \J{fi{a\x[y2bAa),l]):a£A\

where ¿>j(a) = (l - Aj(a))t/>jp/(a, 0) + Xy"a)cp2pjia, 0).   Let /j be the natural

homeomorphism of Dj onto Ej  so that f~1l.f takes {a\ x [l^cpypfia, 0), l]

linearly onto {a\ x [Vib^a), l]..  Note that D\ = H~1ÍDl O 77j(ß x Q)) and Ej =

77 j"'(E   n H AB x Q)) ate closed Q-projective Z-sets in B x Q.   I    induces a

a homeomorphism of D.  onto Ej.   It follows from Lemma 5.4 that there is an

isotopy IgjJ of B x M so that gjg = id, gjj  extends  I.  and g,,ía) = a fot any

a e(B0 x M) u ((B x m)\t/j(Vj x (q\t<))).

Let X : A—» [fj, l] be a map so that XAa) =1 for a £ A2 and À («) = 0 for

a i U 2.   Let

D2 = Ej    and    E2 = U t/(i«! x VAb2ia), l]): a £ A\

where bAa) = (l - XAa))bAa) + X2ia)q>2pfia, O).   Similarly there is an isotopy

{g2ii of B x M so that g20 = id, f~1gnf takes la! x [V2b^a), l]  linearly onto

M x [y2b2ia), 1] and g2(ia) = a tot any a e(BQ x M) U ((B x M)\/72(V2 x (q\k))).

Construct ig,,!, Ig^^, ' ' '    analogously.   Let {gt\ be the limit isotopy obtained

by taking ig   ! followed by ig2i! and then followed by ig,,!, etc.   By the order-

ing of ÍE^V^ x (Q\t<))!, ig,! exists and is an isotopy of B x M fulfulling all the

requirements of the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. First suppose that f AÄ) D f AA) - 0. Let us give a

proof to the first part of Theorem 5.1. By Theorem 4.1 we may suppose that / is

a closed imbedding. Without loss of generality we may also suppose that B is a

countable lfsc. Clearly there is a star-finite open cover iv.i and a closed cover

iß(! of B such that each pair (V¿, B¿) is a simplicial pair (B¿ C V.) and p~Kv?)
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is trivial.   Let <pj: B —> [0, l] be a map such that <pxib) =1 for b e Bx and

<pj(è) = 0 for b 4 Vj.   Let

Cj=/(Ax/)    and    Dx =\J\fi\a] x [M<£jp/(a, 0), l]): a e A}.

Since /(! ai x [V2<pxpfia, (j), 1]) - /(ia! x [0, l]) for any a e A such that pfia, 0)

í' V., and since p~HVj) is trivial, by virtue of Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 5.5 we

can obtain an isotopy \g,A on E such that gxo = id and /    gjj/ takes each

I 'a! x / linearly onto la! x [%(pjp/(fl, 0), l].   In particular, gxlfia, 0) = Vi when-

ever fia, O) ep-1(Bj).

Let q> • B—» [0, l]  be a map such that <p2(&) =1 foi b eB2 and <p2(è) ■ 0

for ¿ 4 V2.   Let

C2 = D,    and    D2=U}/(ia!x t'^r(a), l]):aeA}

where Aa) « (l - <p2p/(a, 0))<f>xpfia, 0) + <p2/>/(a, 0).  Similarly there is an isotopy

ig2/i on E such that g20 = id and f~Xg2Xf takes ia| x [Y2(f>xpfia, 0), l] linearly

onto !a| x [l/2 Aa), l].  Note that g2Jgj j/(a, O) = % whenever /(a, 0) e

p_1(BjU B2).

Continuing this process we take the isotopy fgj.l followed by tg2/!> and then

by ^8*X etc<   ^e tnen arrive with a limit isotopy ig'! on E such that gQ = id

and gj/0 = /j/2.   The isotopy ig(l for the theorem clearly follows.

To prove the second part of Theorem 5.1 we may assume, by means of

Theorem 4.1, that / is a closed imbedding limited by StOl).   Since E is trivial,

we may consider E as B x M.   Using the first part of Theorem 5.1 there is a B-

preserving homeomorphism h: B x M —» B x M x [0, ll which takes each fi\a\x I)

linearly onto fia, 0) x [1/3, 2/3].   Let Fj = hiU) and llj denote the open cover

of 1/    induced by ll and h.  Now by employing a technique of Anderson-McCharen

we can obtain a (Fj, 1lj)-isotopy \g'A on the bundle F' = (B x M x /, p', B) using

motions only in the /-direction so that gl = id and ib~lg\b)f0 = f..   The isotopy

\gt = h~lg'th\ is what we wanted.

For the general case suppose that fAA) C\ ¡ÁA) 4 0.   By Theorem 2.1 there

is an isotopy iA(i on F (limited by ll when E is trivial) so that A0 = id and

Aj(/0(A)) n /j(A) = 0.   Thus we may use the special case above to construct an

isotopy \pt\ on E (limited by St2(1i) when E is trivial) so that ft» = id and

PjAj/0 = /j.  iAj! followed by \p] clearly gives an isotopy for the theorem.
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